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ABSTRACT

Titanium alloys are difficult to cut materials due to their low thermal conductivity, which leads to intensive tool wear. The general issue is finding the best combination of cutting tool material and cutting conditions to achieve high productivity. This study used PCD cutting tool material in combination with high-pressure cooling (HPC). The main task was to find the most suitable HPC mode (various HPC settings on the rake and flank faces of the cutting tool) and intensity to reduce tool wear at a high cutting speed. Tool wear, chips, and forces were measured, and surface quality was evaluated to gain an understanding of the machining process under these particular conditions. An ANOVA test was used to determine the significance of control factors such as tool life and HPC mode and intensity. The most suitable cutting speed was 300 m/min, where a limit spiral cutting length (SCL) of 3000 m was achieved. Setting the HPC mode revealed the necessity of using the HPC on the rake face. However, the HPC on the flank face further decreased tool wear. HPC intensity should be chosen based on knowledge of the cutting process. A very intense HPC above 140 bars can lead to mechanical damage to the cutting edge or unmachined surface by chip blasting but using a 60-bar HPC can reduce tool wear similarly, without causing further damage to the cutting edge.

1. Introduction

A significant challenge in machining titanium (Ti) alloys is dissipating the heat generated from the cutting zone due to the material’s low thermal conductivity properties (~6.7 Wm\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)). Coolants have been widely used as a medium to reduce the heat from the cutting zone, leading to a significant increase in tool life. One of the most commonly used alloys within the family of Heat Resistant Super Alloys (HRSA) is Ti6Al4V, which is used in the aircraft and medical industries due to its ability to retain its mechanical and thermal properties at elevated temperatures and its corrosion resistance properties.

The industrial standard for machining titanium alloys is coated cemented carbides due to their abrasive wear resistance and breakage resistance, despite their positive tool geometry. However, further increases in cutting speed due to increased productivity are very limited even when coolant is used. Researchers and some industries have begun looking for an alternative to improve the machinability of Ti alloys. Due to advances in cutting tool materials aimed at improving the robustness of the manufacturing process, ultra-hard cutting materials are beginning to be used extensively and have increased cutting performance compared to cemented carbides under certain cutting conditions. This group of tools includes tools made of polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PCBN) and polycrystalline diamond (PCD) [1–3]. These cutting materials have high hardness and thermal conductivity properties in comparison to cemented carbides. Sun et al. [4] compared PCBN and PCD tools and found that PCD had a longer tool life. However, the low temperature of the diamond degradation and the strong affinity of carbon to titanium limit their use; the temperature is ~800 °C. However, using coolant in combination with PCD tools has demonstrated the ability to extend cutting tool potential.

Choosing a suitable PCD is important in terms of increasing tool life. Grain size is one of the basic parameters which affect tool life. Several studies have presented the influence of PCD grain size in the machining of titanium alloys [5–8]. The cobalt-to-diamond ratio seems to be of equal importance. The grain size significantly affects the mechanical properties of the cutting edge (coarse grains tend to break off). The effect of grain size can influence the morphology of the machined surface, as discussed in [5]. The thermal conductivity of PCD made from coarse grains is higher than that of fine-grained PCD, e.g. the thermal conductivity for 2 μm is 239 W/mK and for 10 μm it is 456 W/mK, as
reported by Li [7]. The research results showed that coolant-assisted machining with a PCD tool with a grain size of 2 μm was superior due to the high abrasive resistance and higher thermal conductivity when titanium aluminides were machined. Further, the study identified a shorter tool life when the grain size was between 7 and 10 μm [9]. The main cause of PCD tool wear during the machining of Ti6Al4V was a combination of adhesion, abrasion, and attrition [10]. Sadik et al. explained the progression of crater wear on the rake by TiC formation (diffusion) and PCD graphitization [11].

The coolant plays an important role in dissipating the heat energy from the cutting zone and extending tool life. Research into high-pressure cooling dates back to the early 1950s when Pigott and Collwell [12] built a high-pressure cooling system that was able to increase tool life up to 8 times compared to flood cooling when machining various types of steel. Isolated attempts to investigate the potential of high-pressure cooling followed, and in the late 1970s Sandvik Coromant introduced the Jet-Break™ system, primarily for machining titanium alloys in the aerospace industry. This system made it possible to increase machining productivity by increasing cutting speeds [13]. The greater number of publications focusing on high-pressure cooling concerning titanium alloys was published in the 1990s, when high pressures [14], sometimes approaching waterjet cutting pressures [15], were experimented with, and in the early 2000s, when pressures up to 30 MPa were tested [16–19]. These publications were focused on understanding the effect of HPC on chip formation, wear mechanisms, and tool-workpiece interaction. López de Lacalle et al. [16] presented a doubled chip flow and 50% reduction of machining time when HPC was used in comparison to dry machining of titanium alloy. There are many usable cooling environments suitable for titanium alloy machining. Benedetto et al. compared various types of water-based cooling instead of HPC [20] and found water-based MWF with synthetic esters to be the most suitable. Hosokawa et al. tested the effect of HPC from the rake and flank directions as well as a rake-flank combination. They found the combination to be the most effective option for decreasing the temperature in the cut and reducing the chip volume [21]. However, HPC reduces chip volume, but its use can be environmentally disadvantageous [22]. The environmental impact of cryogenic cooling was assessed to be smaller compared to wet cooling and even more effective in terms of tool life in combination with MQL by Pereira et al. [23]. Many recent articles focus on the cryogenic cooling of titanium alloy, e.g. Yang et al. [24], Zavad-Tomkiewicz et al. [25] or Airao et al. [26] and Khanna et al. [27], with a significant reduction of heat in the cutting zone and extension of tool life. Another approach to decreasing the temperature in the cutting zone and tool wear without using wet cooling is to decrease the friction between the formed chip and the cutting tool, as presented in [28,29]. Despite research into alternative heat removal options, HPC is still advantageous due to its high heat removal capability and positive effect on chip formation. In addition, the cut zone can be affected differently by varying the cooling intensity.

The correct cooling choice when machining titanium alloys with a PCD tool is very important and several papers have investigated this topic. da Silva et al. [10] investigated the influence of different methods of cutting zone cooling, including dry machining, minimum quantity lubrication (MQL), and high pressure coolant during tool wear the most. The influence of HPC on PCD tool life was presented by da Silva et al. in a previous study [30], which investigated the influence of the pressure intensity dependent on the cutting speed. Increasing pressure had an influence on tool life up to a cutting speed of 110 m/min. HPC did not show any effect above this cutting speed. Colak [31] studied the influence of HPC during the machining of titanium alloy using cemented carbide. He experimentally proved that HPC had an influence of up to 300 bars. In another paper where the selected range of HPC was 50 to 250 bar it was found that HPC above 100 bar does not have a positive effect on cemented carbide tool life [32]. Wada found that HPC had a positive influence on chip breakage and tool life [33]. Palanisamy et al. found smaller chips and three-fold higher tool life when HPC 90 bar was used for cooling alloy Ti6Al4V with a cemented carbide insert compared to standard cooling [34]. Flood cooling or MQL was found to have only a minor effect when Ti-5553 alloy was machined at high cutting speeds in terms of the cutting forces, chip thickness, dimensional accuracy, and microhardness measurements. On the other hand, HPC had a positive effect [35]. Rao et al. used MQL for the cooling of the cutting zone using small holes drilled on the rake face of the PCD tool. They achieved increased tool life compared to conventional MQL [36]. In a further study, C. M. Rao compared this modified PCD with a similarly modified PCBN where MQL did not have such a positive effect under the selected cutting conditions [37]. Sales et al. compared LN2 flood and a combination of LN2 and flood with MQL. They were able to reduce the resulting power through a combination of coolant strategies. In their study, they described the PCD tool wear mechanism for flood and LN2 coolants [38]. Ravenkar et al. focused on the effect of dry, flood and MQL cooling on surface quality when machining titanium alloy with a PCD cutting tool [39]. They found that MQL is essential for better surface quality. They recommended a low cutting speed of 50 m/min and a feed per revolution of 0.25 mm. Mia et al. [40] recommended a high cutting speed of 156 m/min and a small feed per revolution of 0.12 mm when HPC is applied to decrease surface roughness.

Titanium alloy machinability may be improved by machining under certain cutting conditions with a beta transition temperature [41]. A change in cutting speed has a direct relation to the temperature in the cutting speed. Thus, an increase in cutting speed due to an increase in productivity leads to a rapid decrease in tool life. One research paper identified and recommended limiting the cutting speed to a range of 50 to 110 m/min for cemented carbide cutting tools when machining Ti6Al4V [8]. Interesting results were found when using high-pressure coolant in combination with PCD tools. It was possible to increase the cutting speed above 100 m/min. In particular, a range of cutting speeds from 160 to 250 m/min was widely investigated and recommended for use in production as the normal range. A cutting range of 80 to 150 m/min was used for flood cooling and dry machining in ref. [5]. Wada [33] was able to push the limits of PCD tools in a cutting speed range of 450 to 700 m/min with HPC in a range of 7 to 20 MPa. Other authors used cutting speeds ranging from 175 to 250 m/min and HPC from 7 to 20.3 m/min [30]. Ezugwu et al. used the same cutting speed range and HPC from 11 to 20.3 MPa [42]. The starting cutting conditions for the experimental work described in the present paper were set based on these studies.

The PCD tools are extremely hard cutting material, but it is also very brittle and with their use have a thermal limitation. Based on a study of the literature and the author’s previous research in machining titanium with ultra-hard tools, the following research gaps were identified. PCD cutting tools are not commonly used for machining titanium alloys and still require knowledge of know-how to use PCD for titanium machining in combination with high-pressure coolant. The novelty of this work stated in three aspects:

- Firstly, flank cooling is not a commonly researched topic. Although the tertiary shear zone is of high importance for temperature control. Especially in machining heat-resistant superalloys.
- Secondly compared to most of the published work on the cooling effect in titanium turning, this work focuses on PCD tools instead of carbide tools. In addition, it assesses the effect of pressure intensity and the suitability of using dual HPC from both face and rake.
- Thirdly, the effect of change in HPC when turning Ti6Al4V alloy with a PCD tool was considered not only in terms of tool wear but also in terms of forces, chip formation and quality of the machined surface to better understand the effect of HPC on the cutting process.
2. Experimental setup

2.1. Workpiece and cutting tool

The workpiece material was a wrought bar of annealed Ti6Al4V; see mechanical properties in Table 1. The diameter of the bar was 250 mm and the length of 990 mm. The chemical composition of the Ti6Al4V used for the experimental investigation was made by the producer of the workpiece and was adopted from the quality certificate; see Table 2. The results on the top were measured near the surface and the results on the bottom were measured near the middle of the round bar.

A PCD cutting tool was used for the experimental investigation. An RCMX 120400 indexable insert without chipbreaker and a negative facet was chosen and CMT302 PCD was soldered to it. This multi-modal PCD contained diamond particles ranging from 2 to 30 μm in size. The high content of the diamond particles on the cutting edge was ensured by laser cutting geometry. The measured geometry of the cutting tool was rake angle 0.05° ± 0.24°, flank angle 8.66° ± 0.33° and cutting-edge radius 2.53 μm ± 0.28 μm. A special tool holder with internal delivery of high-pressure coolant to the rake and flank faces of the cutting tool was used in this application.

2.2. Machine tool and measuring methods

A SP430Y turning centre with fluent cutting speed regulation was used in the experimental investigation. The maximum spindle revolution was 3800 1/min and the maximum spindle power is 28 kW. The cutting speed was kept constant for each workpiece’s diameter. The experimental setup in the machine tool is shown in Fig. 1.

A special device for splitting and measuring the HPC flow delivered by the high-pressure coolant system was designed for the needs of the experiment. Each branch of HPC could be regulated separately and flow and pressure measurements were possible. One of the branches delivered HPC to the flank face and the other to the rake face of the cutting tool; see Fig. 3b.

Cutting tool wear was measured at predetermined times. Flank wear as well as rake wear were measured according to ISO 3685: 1993, taking into account the characteristics of the round indexable insert. Flank wear was measured in the tool corner (VBc) and the crater back (KB) (Fig. 2). A Keyence VHX-7000 digital microscope with 4 K resolution was used to photograph and measure cutting tool wear. Tool wear was measured after every 2 min in the cut. The limit spiral cutting length (SCL) was determined as 3000 m.

The forces were measured using a Kistler 9257B multi-component dynamometer. This 3-axis measuring device was connected to a Lab-Amp 5167Ax0 high-sampling data acquisition device for generic piezoelectric measurements by Kistler. All recorded forces were evaluated in Kistler Dynoware 3.2 software. The cutting force Fc, the feed force Ff and the passive force Fp were measured (Fig. 3a). The coordinate systems of the machine tool and dynamometer were precisely aligned. The forces were measured at the beginning of each experimental run after machining 3000 m of the cutting tool length. However, the test revealed a different tool wear result.

The chips were collected in a woven tarpaulin during machining. The chips were photographed with a Canon EOS 505D digital camera to determine the forms of the chip according to the ISO 3685: 1993 standard. The selected basic chip dimensions were measured with a LIM digital microscope. Curl radius (r) (Fig. 4a) and chip thickness (t) (Fig. 4b) were measured in this study. The thicker sides of the chip were measured.

Surface roughness was measured according to the DIN EN ISO 4288: 1998 standard. A Surtronic 3+ portable self-contained instrument for surface texture measurement was used to determine Ra parameters. A Gaussian filter and cut-off of 0.8 mm were set for all measurements.

2.3. Design of experiment

The experimental design consisted of 3 separate blocks. The first block served as a preliminary experiment to determine the appropriate cutting speed. The three-level design of the experiment included cutting speeds of 200, 300 and 400 m/min. The other cutting parameters remained constant. The feed per revolution (fz) was 0.2 mm, the axial depth of cut (ap) was 0.3 mm and the selected HPC was 80 bar - the same pressure for both the rake and the flank surfaces of the cutting tool (Table 3).

Based on the results of the preliminary experiment, only one cutting speed was selected for the second and third blocks of the experiment. The second block was designed to determine the effect of HPC in the flank and rake directions, both separately and together. The measured responses were cutting forces, tool wear, surface roughness and chip formation (Table 4).

The third block of the experiment focused on the increase of HPC intensity and its effects on cutting forces, tool wear, surface roughness and chip formation. The HPC was the same for both the rake and the flank faces (Table 5).

A full factorial experimental design with three replications was adopted for all three experiments. Analysis of variance was used as a statistical approach to determine the significance of the HPC effect on the measured responses.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Test of cutting speed effect

This test focused on PCD tool wear under various cutting velocities. It was expected that low cutting speed should have the smallest tool wear after machining 3000 m of the cutting tool length. However, the test revealed a different tool wear result.

Machining under low cutting speed (vc = 200 m/min) and HPC (80 bar on rake, 80 bar on flank) caused a brittle fracture of the cutting edge in most cases (Fig. 5). An excessively low temperature in the cut most likely meant greater susceptibility to a brittle fracture of the cutting edge under these cutting conditions. Chipping and then tool breakage could be observed on the cutting edge. However, there was one replication of this particular run where no chipping was observed. Flank wear after reaching the SCL limit was only VBc = 109 μm; for instance, flank wear was VBc = 270 μm on average for vc = 300 m/min. The other attempts to repeat this result failed and it was assumed that it was an accidental case. The temperature increased with cutting speed and at vc = 300 m/min adhesion was more present. The HPC was not able to dissipate heat when vc = 400 m/min was used and most likely the diamond graphitization temperature was exceeded in the wide area around the cutting edge. This could explain the rapid tool wear on the rake and flank faces near the cutting zone.

3.2. Testing of various HPC modes

This set of experiments focused on the effect of HPC on the rake face, flank face and both faces of the cutting tool in comparison to machining without HPC. The cutting forces, tool wear and chips were measured.

3.2.1. Cutting forces

The coolant flows from the nozzles’ induced force under high pressure, which was measurable by a dynamometer, and this force affected...
the cutting process. The force effect of the coolant pressure on the tool’s flank face was most pronounced on the X-axis of the dynamometer (in the tangential direction to the cutting speed). The HPC on the rake face acted the most on the Z-axis of the dynamometer (in the feed direction). The Y-axis (in the radial direction to the cutting speed) was loaded from both directions of the HPC, but slightly more from the rake direction (see Fig. 3a,b). The contribution of the HPC to the force in each direction is relatively significant and it had to be taken into account mainly when thin parts were machined (Fig. 6).

The cooling effect of the HPC on the force was evaluated with an ANOVA test. This test revealed that the HPC had a significant effect on the rake face in terms of $F_f$ and $F_p$. At the significance level $\alpha = 0.05$, the HPC on the rake face significantly affected $F_f$ and $F_p$ (Tables 6 and 7). The influence of the HPC on the flank face was statistically insignificant at the selected significance level. The coefficient of determination was 88 % for the $F_p$ model and 90 % for the $F_f$ model. $F_c$ could not be evaluated by the ANOVA test because the data were not normally distributed. The nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used instead. According to the $p$-values for HPC on the rake (0.288) and on the flank (0.188), which were higher than the selected significance level $\alpha = 0.05$, the HPC on the flank and rake was statistically insignificant for the control factor $F_c$. This evaluation yielded several findings. Machining without coolant increased all of the measured force components. The HPC on the flank affected forces less than the HPC on the rake. This direction of the coolant did not affect chip formation, while this effect was observable for the direction of the rake.

HPC on the flank increased $F_f$ and $F_p$ and in the case of $F_p$, this would be an unfavourable situation for thin parts. When the HPC on the rake was turned off, the forces were significantly greater than when the HPC was turned on. The increase in pressure from 80 to 140 bar had a more significant effect on the forces in the rake direction than in the flank direction. $F_f$ and $F_p$ were reduced with the increasing HPC on the rake, as was $F_c$. However, the increasing HPC on the flank contributed to the reduction of $F_c$ as well. The cutting force was reduced in the case of cooling from both directions, but only slightly (Fig. 7).
3.2.2. Tool wear

Measurement of tool wear below HPC 0/0 (0 bar on the edge and 0 bar on the side) was excluded from the evaluation. Under these coolant conditions, rapid tool wear was observed after 30 s of the cut. The massive loss of material from the cutting edge and increasing forces caused a total failure after 60 s of the cut. The main sign of tool wear was the burning of the cutting edge; see Fig. 8. We can assume that the limit temperature for PCD was exceeded for the cutting speed of 300 m/min.

Sun et al. measured temperature at approximately 480 °C for a similar workpiece and cutting tool combination (far below the PCD limit temperature of ~800 °C) [4]. Nevertheless, in Sun’s study, the cutting speed was 3 times lower and feed per revolution 2 times lower than the cutting speed and feed per revolution in this study. The exceeding of the PCD limit temperature may be predicted based on Sun’s measurement approximations. This also explains the long cutting tool life under dry machining measured by Shalaby and Veldhuis for a cutting speed of 150 m/min, where the limit temperature was not reached [2].

In terms of cutting tool wear, the cooling was insufficient without the use of HPC on the rake. The cutting edge showed rapid degradation of the PCD material over time and was not able to machine after 8 min in a cut. The high temperature concentrated on the cutting edge caused destructive tool wear (crater wear from the cutting edge); see (Fig. 10 (c)). The HPC on the flank helped mainly with the cooling of the third deformation zone between the flank surface of the PCD and the...
machined workpiece surface. The overheated and graphitized area on the PCD tool was reduced significantly with HPC from both directions. Without HPC on the flank, abrasive tool wear and chipping could be observed (Fig. 10(a)), as well as notch wear in the maximum depth of cut (Fig. 10(b)).

When using HPC from both directions, only a small displacement of the cutting edge was observed due to graphitization (Fig. 9). The HPC on the rake helped with chip formation. There was less contact between the chip and the rake surface of the PCD tool and the heat transition affected a smaller area on the rake surface. The crater zone was noticeably smaller when using HPC. Diamond graphitization can occur above 800 °C [3]. Microscopic ridges and caves may appear as a result of this local graphitization [44]. Tool wear observed during the tests was probably a combination of abrasion, adhesion (build-up edge – BUE), and diffusion wear. Due to the affinity of the carbon to the titanium, the diamond or graphite particles of the cutting edge are bound to the titanium and pluck out from the cutting edge due to the relative movement of the cutting tool and workpiece or chip. The diffusion starts at high temperatures and its contribution to wear was most likely small.

The ANOVA test was performed only up to 480 s of machining time because the three runs of the experiment did not reach the limit SCL. In addition, 0 bar HPC on the rake surface had to be excluded from the ANOVA test due to significantly different tool wear generation from other experimental data. These data strongly influenced the evaluation of all control factors.

At the significance level $\alpha = 0.05$, the null hypothesis was rejected for all control factors. All control factors were statistically significant. Based on the F-value, it was possible to estimate that HPC on the rake had the strongest effect on the VB change. The second strongest control factor was machining time. The use of HPC on the rake and increased pressure caused a reduction in the tool wear. Machining time increased flank wear. Flank wear increased slightly from 0 bar to 80 bar for HPC on the flank. After a further increase of HPC on the flank, VB$_c$ decreased.

HPC on the rake and flank faces had almost the same effect as KB; see $p$-values in Tables 8 and 9. The null hypothesis of equality of variances for each of the control factors could not be rejected at the chosen significance level. The effect of HPC on the face and machining time was similar to VB$_c$. However, when using HPC on the flank, decreasing tool wear was measured from HPC 0 to 80 bar; see Fig. 11.

### 3.2.3. Chips

Chips were collected at the time of tool wear measurement. Tubular snarled chips were found only when HPC on the rake was turned off.
Fig. 8. Tool wear after 60 s under HPC 0/0: (a) after 30 s, (b) after 60 s.

Fig. 9. Direct comparison of tool wear after 8 min in the cut for various HPC modes.
After 8 min of cutting, the chips changed shape to ribbon snarled chips. The connection of segments identified as ribbon or tubular snarled chips can be explained by the increased tendency of chips to adhere under high temperatures in the cut, as described by Muhammad [45]. Ribbon chips were also observed when HPC was not used. Arc connected chips were formed using HPC 80 bar and higher on the rake surface. These chips appeared smaller when pressure was increased (Fig. 12). A similar effect of HPC on chip formation was presented by Hadzley et al. [46].

In the case of chip curl radius, ribbon chips and tubular chips were excluded from the ANOVA test. Ribbon chips showed no curl radius. Tubular chips exhibited a measurable curl, but their curl radius was several times higher than the arc chips. At the chosen significance level, the null hypothesis of equality of variances for the control factor of HPC on the rake can be rejected. That means that HPC on the rake actively affected the chip curl radius (Table 10). Neither HPC on the flank nor machining time had a statistically significant effect on chip curl radius. It was found that the chip curl radius decreased with HPC on the rake (Fig. 13). The coefficient of determination was 70% for the estimated model due to the variability of the measured data.

Chip thickness was evaluated as statically independent of HPC on the flank and time according to the ANOVA test at the chosen significance level (Table 11). Chip thickness was significantly affected by HPC on the rake and chip thickness increased with HPC (Fig. 14). The coefficient of determination was 65% in this case.

### 3.3. HPC intensity testing

#### 3.3.1. Cutting forces

Measurements of the forces for increasing HPC intensity revealed that the cutting force is almost independent of increasing pressure. After reaching 100 bar, the cutting force does not respond to further increases in coolant pressure. The feed force and passive force increased non-linearly with coolant pressure (Fig. 15). The increase of the cutting force component was probably connected to the cooling of the cutting zone. Decreasing the temperature in the cutting zone increases the shear stress, as reported for instance in ref. [47]. Increasing the shear stress leads to the enlarging of the primary deformation zone and this manifested itself through the increasing cutting forces. The feed and passive force are more sensitive to this phenomenon, as proven by e.g. Ventura et al. during the machining of AISI 4140 [48]. He tested this material at two different hardness and toughness and shear stress increased as these properties increased. These properties and shear stress also increase as the temperature in the cutting zone decreases. The increasing cutting force and passive force were also measured by Hong et al. for titanium alloy cooled by LN2 [49].

#### 3.3.2. Tool wear

Cutting tool wear was highest for HPC 80/80 bar and lowest for HPC 160/160 (Fig. 16). The comparison of photographs revealed different tool wear progression. There was no chipping in the tool wear when HPC 40- and 60-bar were used. Higher pressures caused small fractures on the
cutting edge. The fractures were probably caused by dynamic effects on the chip formation, which changed its form between HPC 60 to 80 bar (Fig. 21). The appearance of these fractures above 80 bar decreases with increasing HPC, most likely due to higher pressure on the back side of the chip, which reduced the negative chip formation effect of short arc chips on the cutting edge.

Analysis of variance revealed that HPC and machining time have a

---

### Table 10
ANOVA table of results for chip curl radius when various HPC modes were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC on rake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC on flank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.0345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 11
ANOVA table of results for chip thickness when various HPC modes were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC on rake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC on flank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 12. Chip shape comparison for various HPC modes after 2 min and 8 min in the cut.

Fig. 13. Main effect plot for chip curl radius when various HPC modes were used.

Fig. 14. Main effect plot for chip thickness when various HPC modes were used.
statistically significant effect on \( V_{Bc} \) and \( K_B \) at the 0.05 significance level; see Tables 12 and 13. Based on the F-value, the higher significance of the control factor time can be estimated for \( V_{Bc} \) and \( K_B \). The coefficient of determination was 94.2 % for the \( V_{Bc} \) model and 91.5 % for the \( K_B \) model.

The main effect plot showed a decreasing dependence on HPC (Fig. 17). However, at HPC 60 bar, \( V_{Bc} \) and \( K_B \) were very small compared to 40 or 80 bar. The lowest tool wear was measured at HPC of 140 and 160 bar. Klocke also measured a decreasing flank wear trend in the range of 80 to 300 bar on gamma titanium aluminide [50]. Tool wear increased almost linearly over time, and more steeply for flank wear. Similar cutting conditions were used by Da Silva, who measured a relatively high tool life for HPC 70 bar and 110 bar when \( v_c = 250 \text{ m/min} \) was used in comparison to 203 bar [30]. That indicates that lower HPC pressure could be more advantageous than higher pressure in some cases.

The measured point at 60 bar was very interesting in terms of reducing not only tool wear but also energy consumption during machining. The difference between 60 and 140 bar is quite significant in terms of energy consumption compared to the relatively small increase in tool life. However, the chips were carried against the unmachined surface of the workpiece at very high pressures (140 and 160 bar). The high energy of the coolant stream with chips damaged the unmachined surface by blasting and created visible scratches (Fig. 18). This is not a suitable phenomenon if the scratched surface remains unmachined. A similar issue was observed on the cutting tool. Scratches were also visible on the rake face of the cutting tool and in addition, the cutting edge was damaged by fractures due to HPC chip blasting, see Fig. 19. This decreases the overall life of the circular indexable insert because it reduces the number of possible usable cutting edges that may be created by rotating the indexable insert.

### 3.3.3. Surface roughness

Surface roughness measurements showed that HPC had a significant influence on this property. As mentioned above, a very high HPC intensity led to scratching of the unmachined surface, but it also increased the surface roughness on the machined surface; see Fig. 20. Machining time did not have a statistically significant effect on surface roughness; see Table 14. A determination coefficient of 76 % was calculated for this model. The increase in surface roughness with machining time correlates with [40].

### 3.3.4. Chips

Low HPC pressure below 80 bar formed short tubular chips. Above this limit, the chips were only arc shaped and mostly connected (Fig. 21). Chip formation was influenced by coolant pressure. The higher the cooling pressure, the closer it gets to the cutting edge. The cooling creates hydraulic pressure which acts on the outer side of the chip and bands it; see Fig. 22a. At higher pressure, increased bending of chips can be observed. Subsequently, a smaller chip curl radius occurred; see Fig. 23. The same phenomenon was described in ref. [51] or in ref. [52]. Above HPC 60 bar, the chips were broken on the short length. As the pressure was further increased, the length of the chip did not change significantly. Chip curl radius was significantly affected by HPC, but not by machining time (Table 15). Curl radius decreased with HPC intensity. At low HPC pressure, the curl radius was almost double because the chips had different shapes (Fig. 23). Chip width was independent of HPC, and machining time and results are not presented for this reason.

![Fig. 16. Cutting tool wear comparison for various HPC intensities after 2 min and 8 min in the cut.](image-url)
4. Conclusions

Although PCD is not generally suitable for titanium alloy machining because of titanium alloy’s low thermal conductivity, the cutting material’s low thermal durability, the high reactivity of the carbon and titanium and the cutting edge’s high mechanical load, there are cutting conditions which allow highly productive machining of this combination of workpiece and cutting tool material. The main results of this study are:

- A cutting speed of 300 m/min at HPC 80 bar on the rake and flank faces was suitable. A lower cutting speed caused a brittle fracture of the cutting edge. A higher cutting speed caused an excessive thermal load of the cutting edge and rapid tool wear.
- Machining without cooling was not possible at 300 m/min due to intensive thermal-induced tool wear. Tool wear was smallest when the cooling was applied from both the rake and the flank at once. HPC used only on the flank was insufficient for heat dissipation from the cutting zone. Chipping occurred when HPC was used only on the rake.
Investigation showed that when machining Ti alloy with a PCD tool, dual cooling is highly recommended. It is common practice to set the highest pressure available. However, the results illustrated the appropriate HPC intensity was around 60 bars at both rake and the flank. The tool wear was reduced and the cutting edge was preserved. Using the dual cooling approach at optimized pressure could be a potential solution for the industry.

The force contribution of HPC was found. HPC acted in the feed and passive force directions. Feed and passive force increased with HPC intensity even after subtracting the force contribution of HPC. This is caused by enlarging of the primary cutting zone due to the cooling effect of the HPC. The passive force can affect the deflection when thin parts are turned. A lower HPC level is recommended when the presented cooling system is used for thin parts.

Chips were mainly arc connected when HPC was applied on the rake and the pressure was above 80 bar. These types of chips caused chipping on the dynamic cutting edge behavior of chip formation. Under 80 bar pressure, short tubular chips formed. Without HPC on the rake, the chips were snarled ribbon or tubular due to heat in the cutting zone. Chip thickness and curl radius were affected mainly by HPC on the rake, where curl radius decreased with HPC intensity while chip thickness increased. Surface roughness increased with HPC intensity. High HPC intensity, above 140 bar, caused scratches on the un machined surface of the workpiece, so it cannot be recommended even though tool wear was the lowest in this case.

Fig. 21. Chip shape comparison for various HPC intensity levels after 2 min and 8 min in the cut.

Fig. 22. Chip formation: (a) detail of the chip bending under HPC (inspired by ref. [51]), (b) small bending of the chip - short tubular chips, (c) large bending of the chip - connected arc chips.
Table 12
ANOVA table of results for flank wear VB when various HPC intensities were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPC on rake/flank</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9903</td>
<td>1650.47</td>
<td>19.63</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22803</td>
<td>5700.81</td>
<td>67.80</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>84.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>54724</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13
ANOVA table of results for rake wear KB when various HPC intensities were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPC on rake/flank</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2688.0</td>
<td>448.01</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2482.2</td>
<td>620.54</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>479.7</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5649.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14
ANOVA table of results for Ra when various HPC intensities were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPC on rake/flank</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.5637</td>
<td>0.26062</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1486</td>
<td>0.03716</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.5449</td>
<td>0.02270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.2572</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15
ANOVA table of results for chip curl radius when various HPC intensities were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC on flank/rake</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4634</td>
<td>0.0772</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0642</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.5329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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gradients occur on the cutting tool. Further research activities include textured cutting tools, cryogenic cooling, and ultrasonic vibration-assisted machining.